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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t


The  explosion  of Transocean’s  Deepwater  Horizon,  an  oil-rig  licensed  to  BP, set  in motion  a
chain  of  unfortunate  events  that  led  to BP’s  ruptured  oil  well  disgorging  millions  of  gallons  of
oil  into the  Gulf  of  Mexico.  Since  the  spill,  the  corporate  image  of BP  has  been  severely  chal-
lenged.  The  company  has  used  many  strategies  to preserve  and  restore  the  corporate  image,
and has  sought  means  to  mitigate  the intensity  of  the ongoing  threat  to individuals,  busi-
nesses,  and  a delicate  ecosystem.  Among  these  means  are  interacting  with  individuals  and
interest groups  through  social  media  channels.  Benoit’s  (1995)  theory  of  image  restoration
discourse  posits  various  strategies  corporations  use  to  restore  their  image  during  a crisis.
The  BP  crisis  presents  an  opportunity  to  extend  the  theories  of  image  restoration  to the
realm of  social  media.  Results  of  a content  analysis  showed  that  corrective  action  was  the
dominant  image  restoration  strategy  employed  by BP  in  their  Facebook,  Twitter,  YouTube
and Flickr  pages.  A high  presence  of  negative  emotions  revealed  that  corrective  action  was
not an  effective  means  of swaying  public  opinion  in  favor  of  BP’s  efforts.  Dominant  themes
in all four  social  media  channels  and  audience  comments  in  terms  of  dominant  issues  and
emotions  on Facebook  and  YouTube  were  also  analyzed.


© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.


. Introduction


On April 20, 2010, a blast on Transocean’s offshore oil-rig ‘Deepwater Horizon’ – a platform licensed to BP – suddenly
xploded. The explosion killed eleven workers and triggered a mammoth oil-spill in the Gulf of Mexico greatly affecting the
oasts of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. The spill, which may  prove to be the largest in U.S. history, spewed
illions of gallons of oil into the Gulf. The negative impact on the environment, especially birds and aquatic life appears


o have been significant, as has tourism and local business activities in the affected regions. The National Oceanic and
tmospheric Association (NOAA) estimated as much as 210,000 gallons leaked each day into the ocean. The BP oil spill has
urpassed its predecessor, Exxon Valdez, in terms of the amount of oil being discharged into the waters.

BP has taken responsibility for the spill, though they have blamed subcontractors such as Transocean and Halliburton,
nd has spent billions of dollars in compensation and clean-up efforts. Since the first news break, BP has come under
re from many directions, including the federal and state governments, activists and environmental groups, and ordinary
itizens—especially inhabitants of the Gulf Coast. Criticism was focused on the spill’s damage as well as the company’s record
f bypassing safety measures and violating environmental laws. During times of distress, as a corporation’s image comes
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under threat and strict scrutiny, it engages in image restoration discourse. BP has used traditional media outlets to alleviate
the crisis, but the focus of this study was to observe and analyze how BP used their social media channels like Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr to implement the strategies following the theory of image restoration discourse outlined by
Benoit (1995) and his colleagues. By examining social media, researchers have a greater opportunity to analyze audience
sentiment in relation to emerging issues on a larger scale than traditional media outlets. Understanding the dimensions of
audience reaction is crucial in a cycle of crisis. Audience response acts as gauge for image restoration effectiveness. This
study is the first attempt to extend the theory of image restoration discourse to the realm of social media.


2. BP’s corporate image and social media


In the past, management tends to focus on the daily operations, leaving the care and maintenance of the corporate
image to the public relations practitioners. As greater amounts of information are available through online media as well
as news outlets to the public at large, the managerial approach has been abandoned by a number of corporations because
of the increased scrutiny it brings to corporate image issues. Audience perception is a key factor in defining a company’s
identity and image. Corporations are held accountable for their actions principally through public reaction. Before the year
2000, the company, then known as British Petroleum, had a reputation as a highly successful international oil conglom-
erate. British Petroleum’s business practices, including their safety record, were called into question. This differed little
from their peers. All major oil companies have an aura of negativity due to the historic abuses of ‘big oil’ or simply, nega-
tive opinions about large corporations. In 2005, for example, the Texas refinery explosion occurred but British Petroleum
bounced back. As Kimes (2008) stated, the corporation has “shown that it learns from its mistakes,” and “the company
created a safety, ethics and environmental assurance committee to prevent such incidents from happening again” (para.
3). The second challenge to the company’s image came when news emerged that 270,000 gallons of crude oil poured into
Alaska’s Tundra region. Hatch and Schultz (2008) warned of what can happen if a corporation sets high environmental
standards and then fails to meet them. Initially, customers were willing to pay premium prices to support the corpora-
tion’s environmental ambitions, but the Alaska pipeline incident shocked and disappointed stakeholders who  held British
Petroleum to its environmental promises. As a result, shares fell and the corporation was  left temporarily with a tarnished
image.


British Petroleum, together with competitors such as Shell and Exxon sought to reinvent their image. BP, as it is now
called, launched a campaign to distance itself from earlier mishaps by stressing the company’s commitment to environmental
responsibility and casted itself as a leading developer of alternate sources of energy. Starting with their new logo, the
yellow-and-green sunflower representing the Greek sun god-Helios, and the tagline Beyond Petroleum,  the company sought
to convey the message that BP is trying to meet the world’s demands for heat, light and mobility by producing energy in
a responsible manner – one that is “affordable, secure and does not damage the environment” (http://www.bp.com). The
campaign apparently worked. According to Kimes (2008), BP earned the ninth position on Fortune’s 10 Most ‘Accountable’
Big Companies list.


The most intense criticism came from the third wave of attacks with the Gulf of Mexico oil spill of 2010. In response to the
spill, BP’s CEO, Tony Hayward said that “Reputationally, and in every other way, we will be judged by the quality, intensity,
speed and efficacy of our response” (Krauss, 2010, para. 7). Much of this response seemed to represent a defensive posture.
BP spent approximately $50 million on advertisements defending its record, a move that was  criticized by President Obama.
Another campaign featuring Hayward issuing apologies for the disaster failed to resonate with the public. A nationwide
poll revealed that people were not convinced with the sincerity of Hayward’s apology (Vranica, 2010). The spill created a
negative online response and the BP brand once known for green energy was  now synonymous with ‘disaster,’ ‘shame,’ and
‘blame,’ pushing it to the level of disgraced companies like Goldman Sachs and Toyota (para. 19). BP’s corporate image fell
to an all time low during the summer of 2010. Experts such as Chris Gildez, director of crisis communication at Hill and
Knowlton, shared the sentiments of many: “Until the leak is stopped, no amount of advertising or PR will help” (para. 20).
Gildez is suggesting that BP may  have a chance to reinvent their image once the crisis dissipates. Krauss (2010), who  quotes
Cathy Milostan, a stock analyst at Morning Star, seems to have a positive take on the situation: “Certainly, BP will survive
this. . . This will test Tony and his ability to respond to this situation. We  will see if we are seeing a new BP” (para. 29). The
framing of the story suggests that some in the business community believe that BP will come out relatively unscathed, just
as Toyota seems to have emerged from its brake failure crisis with its reputation largely intact.


Until now, people have used traditional forms of mass communication to disseminate information about “understanding,
surviving, and recovering from natural disasters” (Paul, 2001, p. 43; Scanlon, 1998). Relatively recently, the one-way disaster
communication model has shifted towards a two-way view, especially in connection to how officials and agencies commu-
nicate (Paul, 2001). Coupled with this is the public’s expectation of up-to-the-minute information regarding the disaster,
which is made possible with the advent of the Internet (Corbley, 1999; Johnson, 1999). In recent years, the Internet has
become a primary source of emergent information about disasters (Noack, 1997) and previous studies have shown that it is


a useful tool for those affected in times of crisis like the California wildfires (Sutton, Palen, & Shklovski, 2008), heavy rainfall
in Palo Alto, California (Zinko, 2000), and the Los Angeles earthquake (O’Reilly & Milstein, 2009). Paul (2001) suggested
that the rapid adoption of new media has led to a shift in how crisis management is practiced. Social media and its various
manifestations, including social networks, microblogs, mobile text messages, and RSS feeds have emerged from a novelty
five years ago to an important and sophisticated set of contemporary communication tools. According to Wright and Hinson
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2008),  “blogging and other aspects of social media have the potential to bring about dramatic changes to many aspects of
ublic relations” (p. 1).


In a recent development, public relations practitioners and corporations have pioneered new ways to integrate social
edia into their crisis communication plans. The speed in which an organization can process and deliver information is


ne important measure of the effectiveness of crisis communication (Marra, 1998). For instance, the social media release
ombines the traditional press release with interactive multimedia news content (Steyn, Pitt, & Berthon, 2010). By posting
nformation to sites such as Facebook and Twitter, a company is able to bypass traditional media channels, solicit instant
eedback, and thus engage in a two-way communication directly with the audience in real time. Messages may  also be
e-posted or re-tweeted by the audience thus extending a corporation’s reach significantly. This peer-to-peer transfer of
nformation has added a new aspect to public relations. By harnessing existing social networks, corporations and other
rganizations are now reaching their constituents in significant numbers.


Past literature has delved into Internet usage during crisis situations to help disseminate or validate information. While
he role of online communication has been studied, researchers have not yet examined how the Internet has been used to
upport image restoration by corporations. This study focuses on how BP is using social media channels such as Facebook,
witter, YouTube, and Flickr to restore their image in the wake of the 2010 Gulf Coast oil spill.


. Image restoration discourse


Crises inevitably endanger the reputation of an organization (Barton, 1993) and it is during such times of stress that crisis
ommunication becomes a central focus of a corporation. Ritchie, Dorrell, Miller, and Miller (2004) stated that the goal of
risis communication is to limit the harm caused by the crisis to the organization. It primarily concerns delivery of accurate
nd consistent news and information to the public, thereby bolstering the image of the group/organization or the industry
s a whole.


Broadly speaking, image restoration discourse explains how an individual at fault or a corporation accused of a disaster
an employ strategies to restore its image (Benoit, 1995). Image restoration discourse has been discussed in the literature
n the context of corporate crises, including the Tylenol poisoning (Benoit & Lindsey, 1987), AT&T’s long distance service
nterruption (Benoit & Brinson, 1994), the USAir crash (Benoit & Czerwinski, 1997), and Texaco’s racism crisis (Brinson &
enoit, 1999). Two major assumptions of the theory are that image is important to both individuals and organizations that
ave a stake or interest, and it is of equal importance to project a favorable image in the eyes of the public at large. Benoit
1997) explains that image restoration strategies depend on the complaint or attack which in turn motivates the corporation
o respond. Taking the BP crisis into account, Dutton, Pinto, Backus, & Salvanto from CBS News conducted a nationwide poll
etween May  20 and 24, 2010, with 1,054 participants and another poll by Steinhauser (2010) of CNN Poll was  conducted with
,023 participants between May  21 and 23, 2010. Both the polls showed that a majority of Americans held BP responsible
nd disapproved their handling of the disaster. It is clear that BP’s image has come under immense threat, and strategies
esigned to repair and restore that image are needed. Williams (1990) noted that if a positive corporate image is lost then


t may  possibly lead to economic losses, a fate suffered earlier by Exxon.
Image restoration discourse focuses on message options and how a corporation can use them to respond in crisis situa-


ions. Five major image restoration strategies have been posited (Benoit, 1997, p. 179): (1) Denial – simple denial or shifting
he blame; (2) Evasion of responsibility – provocation, defeasibility, accident, and good intentions; (3) Reducing offensiveness
f event – bolstering, minimization, differentiation, transcendence, attack accuser, and compensation; (4) Corrective action;
nd (5) Mortification. During AT&T’s long distance service interruption, for example, bolstering, mortification, and corrective
ction proved to be three effective strategies. Texaco used mortification and separation (combination of corrective action,
olstering and shifting blame) as their strategies to reduce the intensity of their racism crisis, USAir responded to its 1994
ircraft crash in Pittsburgh with denial, bolstering, and corrective action, but the approached proved to be ineffective. These
xamples reveal how corporations can use image restoration strategies to their advantage or disadvantage, which largely
epends on their speed to act and careful understanding of public opinion during and after the crisis. The Gulf Coast oil spill
ill offer insight into the effectiveness of image restoration strategies in the realm of social media and will help to see which


trategy was dominantly implemented by BP. For the purpose of the study, the following questions are posed:


RQ1: Which was the overall dominant image restoration strategy used by BP in their social media channels?
RQ2: What was the overall dominant theme and emotion found in BP’s social media channels?
RQ3: What was the dominant issue and emotion found in the audience comments to BP’s Facebook posts and YouTube
videos?


. Method

This study aims to understand how BP used social media in order to restore their image and how effective it was. A
ontent analysis was performed on BP’s social media channels like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr. The credibility
f BP’s social media accounts were verified as they were links accessed from BP’s Gulf of Mexico response homepage. The
nits of analysis for the study was the individual posts, tweets, videos, and photos collected over the course of three months
rom April 20, 2010, when the explosion on Deepwater Horizon occurred, to July 20, 2010, when the leak was  stopped.
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In terms of sample size, a total of 739 posts and 14,065 audience comments corresponding to the posts were coded
for Facebook. The literature has highlighted the importance of including audiences who  have been directly or indirectly
affected by the crisis situation (Burns and Bruner, 2000; Benoit, 2000). In order to get a representative sample of the large set
of audience comments, the coders coded every 5th comment if the total comments for that particular post were above 25,
and coded the entire set of audience comments if the total were below 25. For Twitter, a total of 1,362 tweets were coded.
YouTube had a total of 113 videos and 2,219 audience comments and used the same coding guidelines as Facebook. A total
of 664 Flickr photos were coded.


Before the actual coding, a pre-test was conducted which helped the coders to better operationalize the variables like
themes, audience issues, and emotions (Muralidharan, Rasmussen, Patterson, & Shin, 2011). Intercoder reliability of the
coded items in all four social media channels between the two coders was  determined using percentage agreement which
was above 85%.


5. Results


The first research question (RQ1) focused on which dominant image restoration strategy was  used by BP in their social
media channels. A total of 2,878 posts, tweets, videos, and photos were coded. From the total, 92.4% (n = 2,660) used corrective
action as the most dominant image restoration strategy. The second most dominant strategy used by BP was  compensation
which constituted 6.9% (n = 198) and third was mortification at 0.5% (n = 14). Lastly, simple denial and accident were 0.1%
(n = 2) each. BP has used corrective action as its preferred image restoration strategy to update their members especially the
public and their stakeholders on the steps they are taking to handle the spill. Compensation was  the other strategy used by
BP to update stakeholders on the claims procedures, claims hotline, contact information of claims representatives and the
total claims money disbursed to affected individuals and businesses. The other strategy used by BP was  mortification which
largely pertained to BP CEO Tony Hayward’s apology to the citizens of the South and the eleven BP employees who  lost their
lives in the explosion on Deepwater Horizon. An example of this apology from Hayward can be illustrated from one of his
tweets posted on June 3, 2010, “The oil spill is a tragedy. I want to say sorry to those affected & thanks to all those helping
to make it right”.


Corrective action was the dominant image restoration strategy on Facebook (n = 688; 93.1%), Twitter (n = 1,234; 90.6%),
YouTube (n = 109; 96.5%) and Flickr (n = 629; 94.7%) while compensation was the second dominant strategy on Facebook
(n = 47; 6.4%), Twitter (n = 116; 8.5%), YouTube (n = 3; 2.7%) and Flickr (n = 32; 4.8%). From the results, it is clear that BP
used corrective action relatively more on YouTube compared to other social media channels, which may  indicate the power
visuals have on evoking sympathy and support for the corporation.


The second research question (RQ2) assessed dominant themes and emotions found in BP’s social media channels. BP’s use
of corrective action can be evidenced from the dominant theme, which was  BP’s response efforts measuring 40.5% (n = 1,165)
across all four social media channels. The response efforts included steps taken by BP to cap the leak, placement of booms
to prevent oil from entering the beaches and marshlands, and spotting oil plumes in the Gulf. The second dominant theme
was the ‘other’ category that constituted 15.7% (n = 435), most of which consisted of political meetings such as congressional
hearings on the BP oil spill, open house forums, and town hall meetings. The third dominant theme was the presence of BP’s
upper management, which constituted 11.9% (n = 343). To bolster its corrective action strategy, BP has taken steps to make
sure that their upper management was more visible to the public in their social media channels. BP’s CEO, Tony Hayward,
Managing Director Bob Dudley, and COO Doug Suttles were dominant figures in the posts, tweets, videos, and photos. They
were depicted as visiting the affected areas and overseeing the response efforts. The fourth dominant theme was ‘oil-spill
related claims’, representing 7.3% (n = 211). This may  be related to BP’s second dominant strategy of compensation. 6.9%
(n = 199) consisted of ‘environment affected by the spill’ and 4.9% (n = 142) was  ‘response efforts by other organizations’
across all social media channels. The former pertained to all the efforts by organizations working with BP such as the
National Wildlife Federation and the Tri-State Bird Rescue to rescue and clean oiled birds and animals in the Gulf. Response
efforts by others were more about how organizations other than BP were handling the response efforts. The remaining
themes constituted 12.8% (n = 343).


For dominant emotion 96% (n = 2,763) of the posts, tweets, videos, and photos were mostly neutral in nature, while 3.3%
(n = 95) were positive and 0.7% (n = 20) were negative. BP’s dominant theme focused on updates about response efforts. They
were primarily informational and devoid of any emotion for the most part. An example of neutral emotion is a post posted
on June 17, 2010, on BP’s Facebook page:


For the first 12 hours on June 17 (midnight to noon), approx 8,000 barrels of oil were collected and approx 4,500
barrels of oil and 25.8 million cubic feet of natural gas were flared. On June 16, a total of approx 14,750 barrels of
oil were collected and approx 3,850 barrels of oil and 40 million cubic feet of natural gas were flared. The Overseas
Cascade continues lightering from the Enterprise.

The third research question (RQ3) looked into the dominant issue and emotion that was found in the audience comments
posted on BP’s Facebook (n = 739) and YouTube (n = 113) sites. On Facebook, the dominant issue fell in the ‘other’ category
which constituted 69.5% (n = 514) of the total posts. The issues in the ‘other’ category in order of dominance were ‘personal
attacks’ on fellow commentators with anger towards anti-BP supporters, advising them to stop complaining and to work
together on a solution, ‘political views’ like anger towards President Obama’s handling of the crisis, ‘economic views’ like
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Trend of  FB  and TW  Usage
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Fig. 1. Comparison of posts and tweets across time.


laims, BP’s expenses on the oil-spill, local businesses affected, gas prices, BP stocks, ‘technical views’ like solutions to
ap the leak, procedures used by BP like ‘Top Kill’ method and blow-out-preventer (BOP), and ‘environmental views’ like
iscussions about tar balls on beaches, endangered birds and sea animals, etc. The second dominant issue was  ‘boycott BP’
hat constituted 15.3% (n = 113) and third was ‘support BP’ at 15.2% (n = 112). For YouTube, the dominant issue was ‘boycott
P’ at 70% (n = 79) while ‘support BP’ was 1% (n = 1). It was interesting to note the difference on Facebook and YouTube in
erms of dominant issues. Facebook comments had more of ‘personal attacks’ while majority of YouTube comments were
boycott BP’. YouTube’s negative comments were directed more towards BP, while Facebook comments were directed at
ellow commentators.


The dominant audience emotion on Facebook was negative 67% (n = 495), while 26.5% (n = 196) was  neutral and only
.5% (n = 48) was positive. The negative audience emotions clearly reflected concern, anger, and anxiety towards BP among
ellow members who were posting comments. The dominant emotion on YouTube was  negative as well at 81.4% (n = 92),
hile 17.7% (n = 20) were neutral and 0.9% (n = 1) was positive. The results show that corrective action was not very effective


n changing the attitudes of the public in favor of BP and their efforts.
Total number of audience comments directly related to BP and the oil spill was coded to the total number of comments


oded on Facebook and YouTube to see if the audience discussed the spill critically. Flickr and Twitter were not used since
hey were devoid of any audience comments. The total number of Facebook audience comments was 14,065 out of which
nly 57% (n = 8,035) of the total comments were related to BP and the Gulf Coast oil spill. For YouTube, the total number of
udience comments counted was 2,219 out of which only 67% (n = 1,493) of the comments were related to BP and the oil spill.
ouTube had slightly more BP related comments than Facebook. It may  be an indication that Facebook and YouTube members
o not use social media effectively to address pertinent issues related to the oil spill. Negative emotions of Facebook and
ouTube members resulted in profanity and abusive language to be directed towards each other as well as BP. This caused
P’s Facebook administrator to often post the following message within the comments section at regular intervals:


Commenters, we understand your anger and appreciate your feedback. But we  need to remind everyone about the
commenting policy. We  kindly request that commenters refrain from profanity, personal attacks against each other,
and/or promotion/endorsement of a product or service. Thanks.


On a positive note, BP’s Facebook administrator took steps to review audience comments and reply to them in a timely
anner. During times of distress, the administrator was a virtual guide who  helped answer the oil spill-related questions of


oncerned members. This in turn helped to initiate a dialogue between BP and its members. An example below is from BP’s
acebook page:


Jon Raborn (June 11, 2010; 1:36 PM): I have been thinking about solutions to the disaster in the Gulf of Mexico. I think
that building a low floating platform with a funneling device to capture the oil spilling from the bottom of the sea
floor and pumping it onto oil tankers might be a solution to think about while drilling the relief wells.


BP (June 11, 2010; 1:44 PM): @Jon Raborn: We  appreciate the outpouring of ideas for solutions. Currently, Unified
Command is considering all options. If you could, please take a moment to submit your thoughts to: horizonsup-
[email protected] or submit it online via http://www.horizonedocs.com.E41/. Thank you.


In addition, this study examined which among the four social media channels assessed was  used most frequently by BP.
igs. 1 and 2, demonstrates greater frequency of Twitter and Flickr usage than Facebook and YouTube. A possible explana-
ion is that tweets, which must be 140 characters, or less are more easily disseminated compared to Facebook posts. This


ame trend may  be seen with Flickr, as photos can be taken and uploaded much more easily than YouTube videos. BP’s
sage of social media during the crisis indicates that Twitter and Flickr are best used for the purpose of quick information
issemination while BP would best be served if Facebook and YouTube are used for initiating a dialogue with the general
ublic.
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Trend of YouTube and Flickr Usage
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Fig. 2. Comparison of videos and photos across time.


6. Discussion


BP’s delay in responding to the crisis following the April 20, 2010, explosion on Deepwater Horizon can be evidenced
from observing their first entry into social media. For example, their first tweet was  on April 27, first Flickr photo was  posted
on April 27, first post was  posted on May  2, and first YouTube video was uploaded on May  27. Due to this lapse of days when
BP did not post anything related to the crisis on their social media channels, the company did not take full advantage of
social media and image restoration strategies. BP started to use social media only after realizing that the oil spill had already
affected their reputation. Brody (1991) has mentioned that responding early to a crisis can restrict further damage to the
corporation’s image, which BP has clearly not followed.


The findings suggest that the dominant image restoration strategy used by BP on all four of their social media channels was
corrective action. BP’s delayed response to the crisis meant that the only logical strategy to use at that point was corrective
action coupled with compensation and mortification. To set things right and create an image of transparency, BP has used
social media to update people on their response and clean-up efforts in the Gulf of Mexico. Corrective action was  conceived
as a set of actions taken to reduce negative perceptions of the corporation in a crisis situation. It can be understood from this
study that a key characteristic of corrective action that played a critical role was information dissemination or the process of
constantly updating the public on the corporation’s progress. BP’s corrective action focused on updating affected individuals
about the spill by providing factual information designed to minimize uncertainty, anger and fear. In addition, ‘BP’s response
efforts’ was the dominant theme found in all their social media channels and the dominant emotion was  neutral, as most of
the response efforts contained hard facts and information on BP’s progress which were devoid of any emotion.


Based on dominant audience issues on Facebook (personal attacks) and YouTube (boycott BP) coupled with negative
emotions, it appears that BP’s corrective action did not sway all audiences, nor did it materially affect general public opinion
at the time. However, the effects of the spill represent an ongoing crisis and it may  take time for the positive effects of
corrective action to be seen. Further analysis of audience comments showed that a little less than two  thirds of Facebook
and YouTube’s total comments were related only to BP and the oil spill, while rest of the comments may  best be considered
as noise, indicating that a significant segment of the audience did not embrace the dialogic potential of social media with
focus or seriousness.


BP’s corporate image was and still is in dire straits, and yet, involving the public and allowing them avenues to construc-
tively contribute to the solution using social media holds promise. It at least allows the public to respond, even if social media
channels are used as a venting tool. Audience comments tended to disintegrate into personal attacks on fellow commenta-
tors within the context of the BP oil spill. If this is the case, would BP be helped as much when a two-way communication
channel was open to an angry public under the pretext that a constructive dialogue can be initiated or would this step be
again subverted by personal vendettas and preconceived political agendas? The normative suggestion is that public relations
professionals should learn to use social media for constructive purposes. The goal of a balanced two-way communication
between corporations and the public is, however, to a large degree contingent on the commitment of all parties to keep the
conversations focused and civil.


In conclusion, BP has taken affirmative steps to accept their mistakes, taken responsibility for the spill, compensated
affected individuals and businesses, and continued to pay for the clean-up efforts. Benoit and Czerwinski (1997) have pointed
out in their study that “a company at fault is more persuasive when it admits that fault and apologizes” (p. 53). Regarding
BP’s corporate image, one can only wait and see in the coming days if the oil-spill crisis would force BP to re-orient their
image from being environmental friendly to a more responsible and safety-oriented company.

There are a few limitations to the study. The first one being that only one medium, the Internet and one of its man-
ifestations, social media—was used for the study. The researchers did not take into account other mediums like print or
broadcast media to get a broader perspective. Also, only three months (April 20, 2010, to July 20, 2010) were taken into con-
sideration for content analysis. However, the timely nature of the study has given insight of how BP used image restoration
strategies through social media to respond to the oil spill crisis. Even though the units of analysis were counted in all, there
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ere ‘missing days’ due to BP’s delay in responding to the crisis. Another limitation observed was  ‘missing comments’ on
acebook and YouTube as BP had administrators who monitored audience comments and removed them if found offensive,
bscene, or did not follow the commenting guidelines put forth by BP. This study analyzed audience comments as a crucial
nd pertinent factor in image restoration discourse but only Facebook and YouTube were taken into consideration since
witter and Flickr did not necessarily foster or even allow two-way communication. These limitations have not diminished
he timely importance of this study but instead have opened doors to future research.


The implementation of corrective action coupled with compensation and mortification in BP’s response to the crisis is in
ts infancy and thus its effectiveness cannot be ascertained. Future research should examine how image restoration strategies


ere utilized following July 20, 2010, monitor their effectiveness and see if a change in strategies occurs due to political and
conomical influences. It would give an insight into how BP is adapting image restoration strategies in an ongoing cycle of
risis. Additionally, taking print and broadcast media into consideration would give a broader perspective to see if BP is using
ifferent image restoration strategies and the audience responses based on the type of medium. And it will be interesting
o see how social media interacts with traditional media in terms of diffusion of information.
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